After eleven consecutive titles, "the streak" finally ended after the 2007 season. As disappointing as it was for the players, was there a silver lining? 
The streak was nice but in this league it was bound to end. This is a very good baseball league. One thing it has done is rekindled the flame to work even harder to get back on top.
What's the early outlook for the 2008 edition of Butler Baseball? 
We played a lot of underclassmen last year (at times starting 6 sophomores) so I hope that experience will propel us this year. I feel we have a very solid nucleus but we have to keep getting better because the competition in the Dayton/Cincinnati area is the best I have seen since I have been here. 
What are the team goals for the upcoming season? 
Our team goals are:
1.) Be solid citizens 
2.) Outwork our opponents and improve daily 
3.) Win the league 
4.) Win a sectional, district, regional and state title
Part of any successful program is continuity, how important is it to have had Coach Clark and Coach Thompson alongside you season after season? 
The continuity of our program with Coaches Clark, Bardonaro and Thompson are very beneficial as we know each other and are not afraid to say what we feel to each other. They are great people with great baseball minds. We are not only coaches, we are probably more like brothers. We all came from different baseball backgrounds which brings many ideas to the table. I am also very happy with our other four coaches in Coaches Nawroth, Heis, Jones and Gus Bardonaro. They are very dedicated and open to listen to new ideas. A great thing about our coaching staff is they are all sponges for baseball knowledge. They attend clinics, college practices, academies, etc. to better themselves. They also all have a very good baseball background. We have also have very quality summer coaches (Ryan Willamson, Ryan Rammel, Josh Cornwell, David Posma, Tyler Koch, Derek Higgins) which has been a huge boost to our program
Baseball and superstition seem to go hand in hand.  Do you as a coach have any superstitions?
I'm not a real superstition kind of guy. Bardo has enough to make up for the whole coaching staff.  My attitude is that some guys get so wrapped up in their superstitions that they forget what it really takes to be successful which is hard work and forgetting about yesterday whether it was good or bad. On the other hand if some one truely believes that a certain ritual is going to determine success or not then I don't go there in screwing it up. 
You have had many influences in your life, what's the best coaching advice you have received along the way? 
 I was influenced by a lot of people not just baseball coaches. I just got done reading Tony Dungy's book "Quiet Strength" and it has already been influential in the way I do things. "Stay the Course. Do what we do ". I learned to coach and play baseball with a lot of intensity from Coach Schmitz at Bowling Green. He was a fireball and one of those people that just motivated you to succeed. Coach Brunswick at Coldwater was the epitome of a great high school coach. His entire focus was building a championship program and his life was dedicated to it. This showed me the dedication it takes for success. I have learned a lot from my assistant coaches and summer coaches. There isn't enough room to describe the hours we talk life and baseball. One present coach I admire is Tom Held from Defiance. He will leave no stone unturned to figure out the best way to teach life and baseball. My wife Melissa is a great life strategist and knows how to judge and handle people which has been a constant positive influence



